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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION   

 

 

1.1 Rationale 
During 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference held in Paris in December 

2015, where 21st yearly session of the Conference of the Parties (COP) to the 1992 United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) or in short known as “COP 21” 
was held, a global agreement toward limiting global warming to “well below 2 ºC (compared 
to pre-industrial level) by representatives of 195 attending parties [1]. Subsequently on 22 
April 2016 (Earth Day), 175 countries, including Thailand, signed Paris Agreement in New York 
followed by a committed statement at 71st United Nations General Assembly on 21 September 
2016 from 184 countries accounting for 55% of world greenhouse gas (GHG) emission [2]. As 
part of committed country, Thailand has formulated Nationally Determined Contributions 
(NDCs) to itemize committed goal of 20-25% GHG reduction by 2030  

 
   As shown in Fig. 1, about three-quarters Thailand GHG emission in 2013 comes from 

energy related, in which electricity and transport are main contributors. Hence, Thailand NDC 
has focused on energy and transport sectors toward more environmentally friendly 
infrastructure. Business-As-Usual (BAU) level of GHG emission is identified at 2005, where 
none of climate change countermeasure has started, with continuous monitoring and 
forecasting shown in Fig. 2. With 20% committed target of GHG emission reduction in 2030, 
or equivalently 111 Mton CO2,eq, Thailand has established a NDC Roadmap with 41 Mton CO2,eq 
target in transportation sectors from Mode Shift (23 Mton CO2,eq), Biofuel (10 Mton CO2,eq) and 
Energy Efficiency (8 Mton CO2,eq), as shown in Fig. 3 [3]. 
 

 

Fig. 1 2013 Thailand GHG emission (left) with breakdown of energy sector (right) 
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Fig. 2 GHG emission accounting from BAU (2013) with forecasting to 2030 
 

 

Fig. 3 Thailand NDC roadmap with breakdown of transportation sector 
 
Although all three measures (Mode Shift, Biofuel & Energy Efficiency) of 41 Mton 

CO2,eq target focus on road, rail and water transport, aviation sector has been growing 
especially with emerging low-cost airlines accounting for 75% and 32% of domestic and 
international markets in 2015 [4]  On the global scale, 3.6 billion people has travelled by plane 
resulting one-thirds of passenger-kilometers travelled by car in 2017. Even though CO2 in 
aviation is currently about 2-3% of global energy-related CO2 emission, historical records 
show 3-5% growth in aviation energy demand. Fig. 4 shows historical fast growing number of 
international passengers in Thailand with forecast of BAU CO2 emission till 2030. 
 

Energy 

Agriculture 
Industry 

2005          2010          2015           2020          2025          2035  
 
Energy Agriculture Industrial Process (IPPU) 

 
Waste 
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Fig. 4 Historical data of international passengers in Thailand (left) with forecast of CO2 
emission (right) 

 
As part of International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), Civil Aviation Authority of 

Thailand (CAAT) has initiated Thailand’s Action Plan to Reduce Aviation Emission in 2013 
with recent update in 2018 [4] to join global effort of improving fuel efficiency and stabilizing 
CO2 emission at 2020 levels (shown in Fig. 5 [5]) through the following short/medium/long 
term mitigation measures through Aviation GHG Emission Reduction Working Group 
(AGERWG) established in 2011 with structure shown in Fig. 6 [4]. 

1. Aircraft-related Technology Development such as aircraft minimum fuel efficiency 
standards 

2. Alternative Fuels such as bio jet fuel 
3. Improved Air Traffic Management (ATM) and Infrastructure Use such as efficient 

ATM planning 
4. More Efficient Operations such as optimized aircraft maintenance  
5. Economic / Market-Based Measures such as Carbon Offsetting and Reduction 

Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) and 
6. Regulatory Measures/Other such as transparent carbon reporting 

 

 

Fig. 5 ICAO’s aspirational goals of carbon neutral growth from 2020 
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Fig. 6 Aviation GHG Emission Reduction Working Group (AGERWG) 
 

1.2 Objectives 
The present study aims to assess potential of GHG emission reduction in Thai aviation 

sector through selected abovementioned measures with COVID-19 impact, where aviation 
fuel (Jet A1) consumption in 2020 has decreased 62.3% [6]. 
 

1.3 Methodology 
In order to systematically assess potential of GHG reduction in Thai aviation sector, 

the following methodology is proposed. 
1. Update global status and trend on aviation GHG emission reduction with COVID-

19 impact. 
2. Analyze selected measures critical and suitable to Thailand for GHG emission 

reduction potential.  
3. Conduct roundtable discussion with stakeholders to get feedback for final 

recommendation. 
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CHAPTER 2 RESEARCH PLAN   

 

 

2.1 Project Schedule 
Table 1 shows the project planning schedule with project expenditure shown in Table 

2.  All project members are scheduled to meet regularly to discuss the technical results 
performed by project research assistant, and directions of the project.  Occasionally, the 
progress report will be presented to the advisors to further seek guidelines and comments of 
the results and future direction.  
 

Table 1: Project planning schedule 

Activity 
2020 2021 

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar 

Update global status and trend 
on aviation GHG emission 
reduction  

                        

Analyze selected measures for 
GHG emission reduction 
potential 

                        

Conduct roundtable discussion 
with stakeholders 

                        

Draft final report with 
recommendation 

                        

Inception report submission 30-
Apr 

                      

Interim report presentation         20-
Aug 

             

Interim report submission           30-
Sep 

            

Final report presentation at 
board meeting 

                3-
Dec 

      

Final report presentation to 
IATSS 

                14/ 
15 

Dec 

 
    

Final report submission                       31-
Mar 

 

2.2 Project Expenditure 
Table 2 shows the breakdown of the project expenditure. 
 

Table 2: Project expenditure 

No Item Unit cost # of units Sub total 
1 Project leader 3,000 12 36,000 
2 2 Researchers (200 THB/hr x 5 hrs/day x 10 

days/month) for 12 months) 
10,000 24 240,000 

3 Expenses for project meeting 3,000 6 18,000 
4 Travel expenses to collect data and interview 2,000 6 12,000 
5 Office & computer supply 3,000 6 18,000 
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No Item Unit cost # of units Sub total 
6 Secretariat's participation portion 10,000 1 10,000 
7 Publishing proportion of the report book 50,000 1 50,000 

Total 384,000 
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CHAPTER 3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION   

 

 

3.1 Reviews of International Efforts 
As shown in Fig. 7 [7], aviation activity, in term of revenue passenger kilometer or RPK, 

has been increasing approximately eight fold over the past 40 years during 1980-2020; 
whereas, COVID-19 pandemic has set back aviation activity due to lock down (shown in a 
falling dash line). However, COVID-19 pandemic is forecasted to affect aviation activity by 5 
years, as shown in prediction in Fig. 7. In details, effect from COVID-19 pandemic is illustrated 
by numbers of commercial flight and total flight flown during 2019 and 2021 as flight activity 
in early 2020 significantly decreases due to lock down shown in Fig. 8 [8].  

 

Fig. 7 Aviation traffic trend during 1980-2020 with COVID-19 effect 
 

 

Fig. 8 Global flight movements during 2019 and 2021 by month 
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As for post COVID-19 recovery, Fig. 9 [7] shows 20 year forecast (2020-2039) for 
aircraft market demand by region with an average of 4% traffic growth from 3.2% fleet growth 
contributing to 2.5% GDP growth and 2.1 million new personnel. In particular, Asia-Pacific 
region is expected to have 17,485 deliveries double the forecast for North America (8,995 
deliveries) and Europe (8,810 deliveries). As shown in Fig. 10 [9], current world fleet of aircraft 
is dominated by Boeing (45%) and Airbus (36%), both of which are in favor of working toward 
sustainable aviation industry in the future.  
 

 

Fig. 9 Aviation forecast (2020-2039) 
 

 

Fig. 10 World fleet by manufacturers 
 

Prior to COVID-19 pandemic, Fig. 11 [9] shows aviation activity, in term of RPK growth, 
of 7.4% world growth, comprising of high growth region in Asia-Pacific (9.5%) followed by 
Europe (7.5%) in accordance with forecast in Fig. 9. Zooming into the effect of COVID-19 
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pandemic, Table 3 [10] clearly shows huge drop of spending on air transport and RPK over 
50% during 2019-2020 with rebounding effect during 2020-2021 in line with prediction in Fig. 
7.  

 

 

Fig. 11 RPK growth by route area 
 

Table 3: Worldwide airline industry economic 

 
 

In term of energy intensity of passenger aviation in MJ/RTK, shows clear trend in Fig. 
12 [11] that energy intensity has been continuously decreasing over the past 2 decades (2000-
2020), where international route has better (lower) energy intensity than average since longer 
flight route reduces take-off/landing sections with rather high energy consumption. From 
2020 onwards, aviation industry has set challenging goal of 2% improvement after 2020 in 
Sustainable Development Scenario (SDS). This energy intensity trend is also reflected by 
amount of fuel used per RTK as shown in Fig. 13 [10], which has been improving (decreasing) 
regardless of jet fuel price except recent effect by COVID-19. 
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Fig. 12 Energy Intensity of passenger aviation [MJ/RTK] 
 

 

Fig. 13 Aviation fuel efficiency with jet fuel price 
 

 International effort in reducing aviation greenhouse gas emission has been formalized 
in ICAO document on CORSIA methodology for calculating actual life cycle emission values  
shown in Fig. 14 [12] so that global commercial airline could follow assessment methodology, 
where technical details is shown in Fig. 15 [13].  
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Fig. 14 CORSIA methodology for calculating actual life cycle emission values   
 

 

Fig. 15 International approach to calculate life-cycle GHG emission for aviation fuel    
 

 As identified in Fig. 5, significant contribution to aviation CO2 reduction is sustainable 
aviation fuel (SAF) and CORSIA. Recent study [14] show potential aviation decarbonization 
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technologies ranking in term of % reduction from battery-electric (100%), hydrogen fuel cell 
(75-90%), hydrogen turbine (50-75%) to sustainable aviation fuel (30-60%) with varying degree 
of advantage, as shown in Fig. 16. For example, although battery-electric may be able to 
complete decarbonize, major challenges are limited ranges of 500-1,000 km from low-battery 
density and fast-charging/battery exchange system needed. On the other hand, while 
sustainable aviation fuel may be able to decarbonize 30-60%, only minor change needed with 
same turnaround time and compatible existing infrastructure. With a focus on sustainable 
aviation fuel (SAF) technology, Fig. 17 [14] shows various SAF technological status ranging 
from mature Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids (HEFA) technology to pilot alcohol-to-
jet and gasification/Fischer–Tropsch pathways; whereas, power-to-liquid is still under 
development stage. Furthermore, Fig. 18 [14] highlights % conversion rate of these four 
pathways for both SAF co-existing road fuel. Hence, economic viability in term of SAF 
production cost in the future is forecasted in Fig. 19 [14]. 
 

 

Fig. 16 Characteristics of various aviation decarbonization technologies     
 

 

Fig. 17 Characteristics of various sustainable aviation fuel technologies     
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Fig. 18 Four SAF pathways with conversion rate  
 

 

Fig. 19 Economic viability of various SAF technologies till 2050    
 

Over the past 30 years (1990-2020), Fig. 20 [14] clearly illustrated that GHG emission 
reductions in EU has been on track toward the 95% reduction target for all sectors except 
transport. Hence, SAF has been widely implemented as a key to decarbonize transport sector, 
as shown in Fig. 21 [14] with rapid increase of SAF production around the world in the past 5 
years since 2016, as shown in Fig. 22 [15]. Fig. 23 [14] shows projection of global SAF demand 
till 2050 focusing on passenger sector with global SAF mapping in Fig. 24 [15]. 
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Fig. 20 EU GHG emission by sectors during 1990-2020  
 

 

Fig. 21 Status of SAF implementation in EU for transport decarbonization 
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Fig. 22 Aviation decarbonization technologies     
 

 

Fig. 23 Aviation decarbonization technologies     
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Fig. 24 Global SAF mapping  
 
 Another promising future SAF technology is power-to-liquid (PtL) with less feedstock 
constraints to rely vegetable oil, used oil, alcohol and biomass like HEFA, alcohol-to-jet and 
gasification/FT because PtL concept takes surplus renewable electricity to electrolyze water 
to obtain hydrogen before reacting with CO2 to become jet PtL jet fuel, as shown in Fig. 25 
[16] and Fig. 26 [17]. PtL roadmap has been recently published for Germany, as shown in Fig. 
27 [17]. 
 

 
Fig. 25 Concept of power-to-liquid (PtL) for future SAF technology 
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Fig. 26 PtL schematic process 

 

  
Fig. 27 PtL roadmap  

 
 As for Japan, realization of CO2 emission contribution from aviation sector has dated 
back since 2005 [18] with various policy initiatives, such as Eco Airport Councils established 
with published Guideline in July 2005 and SKY Eco Promotion Council established by Civil 
Aviation Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism in July 2008. 
Additional measures included introduction of new planes/equipment, increasing efficiency of 
the operation and enhancement of airport infrastructure. Changing APU (auxiliary power unit) 
to GPU (ground power unit) for electricity during parking can reduce CO2 by 0.8 – 4.2%. 
Introduction of air carriers with good fuel economy can reduce CO2 by 4.2 – 8.0%. Reduction 
of guided running time can reduce CO2 by 0.8 – 3.1%. Furthermore, CO2 emission calculation 
methodologies were established for airport building, vehicles used in airport, air carrier 
(parking/taxiing/landing-and-taking off). 
 
 In 2018 [19], total emission in domestic airport were monitored as follows.  

✓ Air carriers: landing/taking off 31%; taxiing 20%; auxiliary power 7% 
✓ Airport (vehicles): GSE (Ground Support Equipment) vehicles 1% 
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✓ Airport: lighting and air conditioning 12%; aviation light 1% 
✓ Access to airport: 28% 

with the following measures  
✓ Eco airport, e.g. hydrant refueling, switching APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) to GPU 

(Ground Power Unit) during parking, using LED light 
✓ New technology, e.g., new air carriers 
✓ Improvement of aviation management, e.g. optimization of on-land route to reduce 

taxiing time 
✓ Usage of sustainable aviation fuel 
✓ Usage of market mechanism 

and additional potential CO2 reduction as follows  
✓ Solar farm: 15,000 ha in 97 airports: 13 MW → 8 M ton-CO2/year 
✓ APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) to GPU (Ground Power Unit) → 0.39–0.42 M ton-

CO2/year 
✓ Changing all GSE (Ground Support Equipment) vehicles to EV/FCV → 0.03–0.04 M 

ton-CO2/year 
✓ Changing aviation lighting to LED lighting → 0.03 M ton-CO2/year 
 
At the present [19], CO2 reduction target in Japanese aviation is from international 

flight via CORSIA (fuel efficiency improvement 2% every year and Carbon Neutral Growth after 
2020) and domestic flight via Paris Agreement (reducing 1.3977 kgCO2/ton-km from 2013 to 
1.2835 kgCO2/ton-km in 2030). In respond to Prime Minister’s Pledge to make Japan carbon 
neutral by 2050, additional CO2 reduction scheme for aviation sector are as follows  

✓ Promotion of eco airport & increasing sophistication of aviation system 
✓ Supporting electrification & hydrogen usage for air carrier, promotion of 

lightweight/high-efficiency engines, technology innovation on alternative fuels 
✓ Promotion of bio jet fuel 
✓ Reduction targets for private sector & local govt (26%@2030, 80%@2050) and 

central govt (40%@2030, 80%@2050) 
 
Additional effort from various airports [20] can be summarized as follows.  
✓ Narita int’l airport 

o Sustainable NRT 2050: net zero emission from NAA (Narita International 
Airport Corporation) group by 2050 (50% CO2 emission reduction of Narita 
Int’l Airport comparing to 2015) 

o Measures: Zero Emission Building (ZEB), changing lighting to LED, zero 
carbon GSE (Ground Support Equipment) vehicles, carbon zero business 
trip 

✓ Kansai int’l airport 
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o 40% CO2 reduction by 2030, zero emission by 2050 
o Measures: Energy conservation, usage of RE and hydrogen, ZEV, One Eco 

Airport Plan on KIX, KOBE & ITAMI (promotion of good fuel economy 
equipment, low-pollution GSE vehicles, promotion of GPU usage, CO2 
reduction of electricity 

✓ Centrair int’l airport 
o Zero Carbon 2050 Pledge 
o Measures: introduction of RE, change aviation lighting to LED, 

introduction of co-generation system, energy conserving equipment, Eco 
Office 

✓ Haneda int’l airport 
o CO2 from facilities (59% from terminals, 22% from airlines) & vehicles 

(40% from ground handling, 33% from airlines) 
o Measures: regional air conditioning system, co-generation system, LED 

lighting, plan for GSE vehicles, CO2 reduction for parking (APU → GPU), 
Hydrant refueling system 

 
Additional effort around the world [19] is as follows. 
✓ ICAO: Doc9988 - Guidance on the Development of States’ Action Plans on CO2 

Emissions Reduction Activities 
✓ ACI (Airports Council International): Airport Carbon Accreditation 
✓ FAA (Federal Aviation Administration) 

o VALE (Voluntary Airport Low Emission Program) 
o ZEV (Zero Emission Vehicle) 
o Automation/electrification of gates 

✓ Airports 
o Frankfurt airport: zero emission by 2050 
o Dallas/Fort Worth International Airport: zero emission by 2030 
o Heathrow Airport: public transportation share for airport access 

50%@2030/ 55%@2040 
o Amsterdam Airport Schiphol: changing taxis into EVs, EV car sharing 

platform 
o Stockholm Arlanda Airport: using biogas/ethanol gas in airport shuttle 

buses, eco taxis 
o Los Angeles Airport: Landside Access Modernization Program (LAMP) 

 

3.2 Reviews of Thailand Efforts 
 Table 4 [21] shows 16 commercial airlines operating in Thai aviation industry with 
characteristics of CO2 emission shown in Table 5 [21] and fuel efficiency in Fig. 28 [21]. 
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Similar to Fig. 8 for global flight movement during 2019-2021, Fig. 29 shows similar effect from 
COVID-19 in Thai flight movement with significant flight activity reduction in 2020 and still low 
in 2021. 
 

Table 4: Commercial airline in Thailand 

 
 

Table 5: CO2 emission in Thai aviation sector during 2010-2016 
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Fig. 28 Aviation decarbonization technologies     
 

 

 

Fig. 29 Thai flight movements during 2019 and 2021 by month 
 

 Even though aviation sector is not part of Thailand NDC, Thai government has 
explored potential through a few recent studies as follows. In 2020, a study [22] on sustainable 
biojet promotion plan was conducted in response to Alternative Energy Development Plan 
(AEDP) to position Thailand as strategic hub for biojet fuel production, mainly for refueling in 
Thailand and some for export, as shown in Fig. 30. In addition, the following outputs were 
proposed. 

✓ 2 Phases of commercial biojet fuel development plan: short-medium (2020-2026) 
and long (2027-2036) terms 

✓ Detailed action plan categorized by Raw materials/Technology/Policy, with some 
example as shown in Table 6.  
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Fig. 30 Projection of Thai biojet fuel production 
 

Table 6: Detailed action plan categorized by Raw materials/Technology/Policy  

 
 
 Another recent study [23] focusing on technology roadmap for aviation industry as 
part of new S-curve industry in Thailand has identified SAF technology with moderate 
readiness for long term development, as shown in Fig. 31. Furthermore, Fig. 32 has 
categorized SAF as long term airport services. 
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Fig. 31 Technology roadmap for aviation industry by term development 
 

 

Fig. 32 Technology roadmap for aviation industry by timeframe with strategic targets 
 
 Recent online 3-half day workshop on SAF between CAAT and EASA [24], as shown 
in Fig. 33, still confirmed carbon neutral growth but with 5-year shift from 2020 level in Fig. 5 
pre-COVID to start from 2025 level, as shown in Fig. 34, with various SAF technologies 
scenarios shown in Fig. 35 [25]. 
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Fig. 33 SAF workshop co-organized by CAAT and EASA 

 

 
Fig. 34 SAF workshop co-organized by CAAT and EASA 

 

 
Fig. 35 SAF workshop co-organized by CAAT and EASA 

 

3.3 Draft Master Plan/Action Plan for Thailand 
Thailand by CAAT has conducted a study [17] to draft Master/Action Plan on Energy 

Conservation and Greenhouse Gas Reduction in Aviation Sector (2021-2025), as shown in Fig. 
36. Concept for international sector (ICAO) & domestic (UNFCCC) has been followed to 
establish baseline data on energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions in the aviation 
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sector of Thailand during 2021 – 2025 while assessing potential of energy conservation and 
greenhouse gas emission reduction in the aviation sector of Thailand. In addition, MRV 
methodology was established, as shown in Fig. 37, with BAU projection (Fig. 38) and 
prioritized measures (Fig. 39) to achieve target  with identified organization in charge. Fuel 
efficiency baseline and target, as well as potential CO2 reduction, for domestic and 
international flights were proposed, as shown in Fig. 40 and Fig. 41, respectively. Finally, both 
master plan and action plan has been subjected to pubic hearing for roadmap construction, 

as shown in Fig. 42. 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 36 Draft (a) Master and (b) Action Plan on Energy Conservation and Greenhouse Gas 
Reduction in Aviation Sector (2021-2025) 
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Fig. 37 MRV flow and methodology 

 

 
Fig. 38 BAU projection 
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Fig. 39 Prioritized measures from public hearing 

 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 40 Fuel efficiency baseline and target for (a) domestic and (b) international flights 
 

 
(a)                                                                          (b) 

Fig. 41 CO2 reduction target for (a) domestic and (b) international flights 
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Fig. 42 Roadmap for CO2 reduction in domestic and international aviation  

 

3.4 Conclusion 
Although COVID-19 has set back aviation by 5 years with slowly recovery process, 

climate change awareness, esp. COP26, has strengthen CORSIA effort by highlighting 
Sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) as key for decarbonizing aviation sector. Thailand joins 
worldwide effort in drafting master plan and action plan on Energy Conservation and 
Greenhouse Gas Reduction in Aviation Sector. 
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